Abstract -Internet based tele-operation systems utilize the ubiquitous connectivity and low cost bandwidth offered by the Internet to send commands and receive friendly feedback for tele-operating remote systems. In many scenarios for efficiency and task completion, the tactic coordination of human-machine and multi-robots are required. For this to be feasible there are several hurdles to be crossed including Internet type delays, uncertainties in the environment and uncertainties in the object manipulated. This paper proposes a general event-based adaptive tele-operation control mechanism that integrates machine learning to deal with such uncertainties. The mechanism was tested by experiments in tele-operation soccer robots system powered by the Hybrid Q-learning and the experimental results that confirmed this mechanism are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tele-operation implies control of a system at a remote site generally inaccessible by the operator. The operator and the remote system are physically separated and must interact to accomplish the task. A tele-operation system generally consists of the following basic components: remote system with sensors, actuators and controllers, a local interface which allows the operator to generate commands and receive sensory feedback from the remote environment and a communication medium through which the information is exchanged between the local and remote environments.
After Ken Goldberg implemented the first tele-operation system based on the Internet in 1993, many tele-operation systems have come out along with the development of Internet technology and robot control theory. Developing from a single robot controlled by a single person in the very beginning to a team of robots tele-operated by persons who are not in the same place [1] - [3] , research has created a new field in robot control technology: Considering the Internet as the communication channel can popularize tele-operation technology and systems by reducing the expenditure caused by constructing private networks.
There are a number of issues involved in tele-operation. Internet transmission delays or time delays, data or packet loss between the operator and the remote system sides, delay jitter and bandwidth limitations are important factors that should be considered [4] , [5] . Time delays break the corresponding relationship between the circumstance and the control command generated according to that circumstance. Thus, Time delays can affect the tele-operation control quality.
For these issues, several studies concerning improving control quality have been continued. Ning Xi's theory of Event-based control and coordination, which changes the motivation from time-driven to event-driven, can be effetely applied into the tele-operation system [6] . Jayaprashanth applied predictive control to deal with minimizing time delays in tele-operation systems [7] . Elhajj developed the concepts of coordination and coordination index for tele-cooperating robots to achieve a required quality of coordination [8] .
Since the time delays in the Internet transmission are not avoidable [9] , it is more practical to use event-driven instead of time-driven framework to guarantee the tele-operating control quality. The combination of event-based autonomous intelligence and human's tactic can effectively improve the control quality [10] . Moreover, the control method applied in the tele-operation system should be able to tolerate some unpredictable situations. That means tele-operation control method should learn from the interaction between the robots and environment in order to be adaptive.
In this paper, we extend the event-based tele-operation control approach based on a previous work [11] . We propose a general event-based control method and integrate machine learning into the control mechanism. In Section II, we describe the motivation and approach of event-based adaptive tactic coordination. Then, we describe the experimental setting that is specific implementation of the general event-based adaptive tactic coordination (Section III). In Section IV, we discuss our results. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. EVENT-BASED ADAPTIVE TACTIC COORDINATION
Because the time delay caused by the Internet transmission is uncertain, it is very important for the teleoperation system to improve the tele-operation control quality that is affected by the time delays. The event-based theory has changed the command generation mechanism from timedriven to the event-driven and decreased the commands' dependence on time. The tele-operation control method should be applied into general applications instead of specified systems and easy to realize. The event-based adaptive tactic coordination is one of such methods, which integrate the machine learning into the event-based coordination mechanism between human and autonomous intelligence to achieve an adaptive system.
Components of event-based adaptive tactic coordination are shown in Fig The final command for each robot is generated based on the raw sensor data and the human's intention. The decisionmaking process can be described as following mapping steps:
Where i is the processing cycle i, P is the attribute space, E is the event space, T is the tactic space and A is the action space, which are respectively denoted by: P = {environment, sensor data, human's intention} (4) E = {defined event} (5) T = {defined tactic} (6) A = {defined action for each agent} (7) The transformations firstly from raw data to the event, then to tactic and finally to action are done semiautomatically. To transform, one needs to provide a domainspecific rules and implementation of the mapping relations among event, tactic and action. However, due to the generic nature of the rules, these relations are relatively simple, intuitive and suggested by the task itself. When it comes to implemented, these rules can be found relatively easily in the instances.
Why does it not take only one transformation directly from attribute to action? Why tactic between them? It is all because of the time delays. In tele-operation system, it is not suitable to let human decide the basic action on the lowest level because the time of transmission via Internet will make the action command given by human out of date. Instead, human should coordinate with the autonomous agents on the task strategy level, but not the action level.
In this process, one of the most important parts, on which facility realization is depended, is choosing attributes that can easily classify events. However, the attributes are different according to the different applications.
Classification the general events and human choices in each circumstance, however, is very difficult. Nevertheless, humans are often able to coordinate with one another in each event. So tele-operation systems should have such capability to deal with the unexpected or undefined circumstance, too. By using machine learning with human's intention involved, robots can coordinate and react to different events and scenes, which are even not known or defined in the very beginning.
The machine learning algorithms should be chosen according to the specified system. In the learning process, learning module uses the sensor data and the human's operation intention to adjust and update the mapping functions M2 and M3 shown in the (2) and (3).
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In our experiments, we use the tele-operation soccer robots system to illustrate how the event-based adaptive tactic coordination works and compared its performance to the mechanism without learning.
In view of multi-robots coordination, soccer robot system is quite representative. In game, one team must play together to cope with the other team's attack. The action selection must consider some environment and opponent conditions. However, classifications and descriptions of all game statuses are impossible. It is even harder to model the complete system. So adaptive learning is a way to solve this problem.
From the aspect of tele-operation, tele-operation soccer robot system is appropriate, too. Soccer robot system is quite complex and dynamic. As it is described above, the competition states in the game change quickly and the effect of time delay is easy to be observed.
A. Architecture of Tele-operation Soccer Robot System
As shown in Fig.2 , the tele-operation soccer robot system can be divided into two parts: Server and Client. In this soccer robot system, the attribute space (P), the event space (E), the tactic space (T) and the action space (A) can be specialized in such a way: 1) Attributes: Attribute means the information that can help to identify the status. The positions and speeds of all the robots and football are definitely the attributes used to locate the robots and analysis the game status. The zones of the competition field, which are shown in Fig. 4 , are also attributes. 2) Event: It means the status in the event space. In our soccer tele-operation system, we use following characters to describe events.
Character 1: the ball's zone, all teammates' zones, all opponents' zones.
Character 2: Number of teammates and opponents in the ball's zone and in the nearby zones.
3) Tactic: Tactic is the strategy of the game. In other words, it is the reaction to the judgment made by considering the whole situation of the game. In this game, tactics are following ones: Tactic 1: Attacking Tactic 2: Defending Tactic 3: Assisting 4) Action: It is the basic behavior of the robots, such as chasing, shooting, passing, blocking, tackling, Sweeping, Moving and Turning.
5) Transforming from Events to Tactics:
It is the level that human should coordinate with robots. In the initial state, the rules are defined by the experts. For example, if all three teammates are in Front Zone (Zone 3) and the ball is in the Front Gate Zone (Zone 5), the circumstance is quite suitable to attack. So, the tactic is Attacking. There is no need and impossible to conclude all the corresponding relationship between event and action because generating all of the experts' experience is very difficult. It is the Learning Module's responsibility to learn, summarize and adjust the relations including the initial rules given by the experts. After calculating these three coefficients, we have the information about individual tactic, individual position (Zone) and these three coefficients. We can assign basic actions to every teammate according to above knowledge.
B. Hybrid Q-Learning in tele-operation Soccer Robots
Since attempting to conclude and describe all the events and circumstances in the game is not easy, system's learning ability to summarize and adjust the transformation function is quite important to adapt to the uncertain environment. In this tele-operation soccer robots system, rules in transforming process from event to tactic and from tactic to action should be adjusted.
Q-learning is most suitable machine learning algorithm for our system. Q-learning belongs to the no-advisor learning, with which an autonomous learning agent can improve its action policy by interacting with environment. Owing to online learning ability and self-adapted ability, Q-learning becomes a powerful tool for optimal policy finding question. Q-learning only needs to react to current status and finds the best choice to achieve the overall best goal. It does not need to do any forward-looking computation and prediction [12] .
The transforming from event to tactic meets all the prerequisites of the Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), so the standard Q-learning algorithm is applicable. However, standard Q-learning algorithm can not be used in the transforming from tactic to action because the influence among multi-agent makes the system very complicated. The Markov Decision Model means that an agent can change its status via an action and this status is certain determined by the action executed. However, agents may change their status in the same time, so the status after an agent's action can not be predicted by this agent. In other words, subsequence status is not determined by the current status and agent's action. So our system is a non-Markov system and the Q-learning algorithm is not applicable. In this case, we should firstly extend the environment model in the learning algorithm and then integrate the extended Q-learning algorithm into standard algorithm, which the hybrid Q-learning means.
1) Extended Q-learning:
Although subsequence status is uncertain and partially determined by other agents' actions. That does not means other agents' actions are randomly chosen. Instead, there should be a possibility model for action choosing. For example, when one of my teammates is going to shoot, the opponents nearby will block and try to take the ball. They will definitely not just run away without noticing the attacking opponents. So, we can make a statistical observation on other agents to learn the most possible strategies and actions. In this way, we can predict the most possible subsequence status and its result by integrating the statistical view into the standard Q-learning.
Firstly, we define the policy ʌ: ʌ: SĺA, S={s i }, A={a i }, where s i T (Tactic Space) (14) What is different from the standard policy is that this model describes the possibility P i of choosing action a i in the status s i . And our goal is to get the whole team's best selection in a given status, which is the discounted cumulative reward function V ʌ* , too. As proved [13] , the Q-learning in nondeterministic situation can be described as following expressions and we extend them by adding an action vector because the reward is determined by the action of the all team. ) ,..., , , ( 
Now we can get our training rule extending from the deterministic case. However, the deterministic rule is not coverage. So, we use n Q to denote the agent's estimate on the nth iteration of the algorithm and the following revised rule is convergence of n Q to Q :
* is the total number of times this stateaction has been visited.
2) Combination of standard and extended Q-learning:
The architecture of hybrid Q-learning is shown in Fig.5 . The standard Q-learning is used to learn and adjust the event-tactic relation and the Extended Q-learning is for tacticaction learning.
The goal of the Standard Q-learning is to find a suitable tactic for a given event and the reward function is design to reward the tactic selection if this tactic can coordinate with human's intention. If the tactic is the same as the human's, it will receive a positive reward value and negative if not. In other word, the Standard Q-learning makes the system adaptive to some undefined situation and coordinate with human in the strategy layer.
The Extended Q-learning is designed to look for the whole team's best action for a given tactic. This process is not STEP 9: Go to STEP 3, repeat. In this algorithm, the Q value of each event-tactic and tactic-action selection can be calculated. If there are enough learning iterations, the algorithm can find the best choice corresponding to any event or tactic status and be more adaptive.
4) Immediate Reward Function:
The reward given to the Extended Q-learning is the result evaluation of the selected actions and the reward given to the Standard Q-learning is based on the Extended Q-learning reward, which is adjusted according to the human's intention, because this reward is the evaluation of the human-machine coordination.
The Extended Q-learning reward is generated according the current tactic in our system. There are three tactics: Attacking, Defending and Assisting. When the tactic is Attacking, if the team still has the ball and the ball is closer to the opponent's gate after action, the selected action is correct and the reward r is positive. When the tactic is Defending, if the opponent team loses the ball or the ball is closer to the opponent's gate, the reward is positive. When the tactic is Assisting, if the ball is getting closer to the opponent's gate, the reward is positive.
The Standard Q-learning reward is calculated based on the Extended Q-learning reward. Assume r 2 is the Extended Q-learning reward; r 1 is the standard Q-learning Reward; H 0 is a predefined positive parameter. Then the Standard Q-learning reward can be generated as following expressions: If the tactic is the same as the human's intention, r 1 = r 2 + H 0 (19) If the tactic is different from the human's intention, r 1 = r 2 -H 0 (20) In such a way, Standard Q-learning can learn to cooperate with human on the task strategy level.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We designed two experiments to validate our hybrid Qlearning mechanism. In the first experiment or one-to-one contest, which means each team has only one robot. One team is powered by Hybrid Q-learning and the other one is activated by the event-based mechanism without learning [11] . The second experiment is three-to-three contest and the activated mechanism is the same as the one-to-one contest; one with Hybrid Q-learning and the other without. Each contest lasts 180s and totally there are 1000 contests in both two experiments. And then we collect the scoring statistics of the two teams gained in every 10 contests.
Since the experimental process lasts quite a long time, we use the SimTeleSoccer contest platform, which is developed by ourselves, to train the robots automatically.
The one-to-one contest score statistics is shown in Fig. 6 Fig . 6 Scoring Statistics of One-to-one Contest
We can learn from the Fig. 6 that the score of the team without learning is almost the same during 1000 times experiment. But the performance of the team with Hybrid Qlearning is gradually improved, which means the team has optimized the selection rules during the experiment. If we compare two teams' performances, the Hybrid Q-learning team is better than the team without learning. However, the difference is not as great as that in the three-to-three contest. The explanation to this phenomenon is that there is no coordinate because only one robot in a team.
The scores of three-to-three contest are shown in Fig. 7 . The score of the team without learning does not change too much during the experiment, but when the experiment times are larger than 800, the score is decreasing because the Hybrid Q-learning team learns to defend more effetely, so it is more difficult to earn a point for the team without learning. During the experiment, the performance of the Hybrid Qlearning becomes better and the extent of optimization is much greater than that in the one-to-one contest. This performance optimization has proved the efficacy of the Hybrid Q-learning mechanism in the tele-operation soccer robots system.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents the concept of Event-based Adaptive Tactic Coordination in the tele-operation system. Machine learning is integrated in tele-operation decision making mechanism to learn the strategy from human and find the best tactic-action selection. Then the Hybrid Q-learning that can deal with both MDPs and nondeterministic situation is proposed and applied into our tele-operation soccer system. It proved efficacious by the following experiments.
